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The Samsung Galaxy S4 may not have come out yet, but the device's cool new wallpapers have already been removed from the ROM and you can download 7 HD wallpapers as they appear on your device. The Samsung Galaxy S4 is expected to arrive in late April and early May (only to confirm it will
arrive for T-Mobile in May). The device features a 5-inch 1080p Super AMOLED display, and while the screen is larger it actually has slightly more compact than the previous 4.8-inch S III. The Galaxy S4 has a 13 megapixel camera and Snapdragon 600 or Exynos 5 Octa chip. The device runs on Android
4.2.2, skinned with fresh Nature UX. Take a look at the wallpapers right below.source:SamMobile sign up for our newsletter! Weibo Many Google Pixel 4 apps are expected to debut on new phones already available for download. If you followed the Pixel 4 leak craze, you may have seen a lot of new
improvements after a website called Nextrift got access to a pre-release Pixel 4 XL unit. The website (via 9to5Google) shared a number of Pixel 4 apps - the new Google Recorder app, the updated Pixel Launcher, the new Pixel Themes app and a handful of new Pixel 4 live wallpapers (via XDA). Now,
these applications can be downloaded. Pixel Themes appGoogle's new Pixel Themes app allows you to customize fonts, icon designs, accented colors, and Pixel 4 devices. While Google is likely to bring this app to all Pixel users in the future, it will now download the APK 9to5Google was able to access
the pre-release Pixel 4 XL unit. The Pixel Themes APK can be downloaded from the link to the button below. You can head over to the 9to5Google link provided above for the full instructions on how to do it. Download Pixel Themes APKPixel LauncherThe new Pixel 4 applications also include the Pixel
Launcher. The only new change here is the ability to swipe down to access the device notification tray. The Pixel Launcher's APK has also been extracted from the pre-release Pixel 4 XL and should work with all Pixel devices. Download Pixel Launcher APKDownload Pixel 4 live wallpapers While the new
live wallpapers pixel 4 were discovered in 9to5Google, a member of XDA Developers was able to modify the APK, so anyone with an Android 7 and above 64-bit device can download them. You can choose wallpapers called Spiked, Leafy, Rocky, and Attractions of the Sun. There is also a Doodle
wallpaper that allows you to move objects around the screen. The Compass wallpaper allows you to choose a location and the compass and then point to it. There are the Living Universe set of wallpapers that are now typical of locations in Saudi Arabia, Australia and Switzerland. Six of the nine Pixel 4
wallpapers support system-wide dark mode and also support darkening. Download the Pixel 4 live wallpapers from the link below. Download Pixel 4 WallpapersGoogle Voice Recorder Google Pixel 4 phones come pre-installed Application. The app app you can start audio recordings by tapping the record
button and sharing them directly from the app. Download Google Voice Recorder Tagged: GoogleGoogle Pixel 4 Google Pixel 2 develops to be one of the year's best phones, and while the non-XL model may not be the most attractive hardware, both versions will ship some of the best Android software
around. One of the many features shown out at the October 4 announcement event was the Pixel 2's updated live wallpapers, and thanks to the developer's name Pranav Pandey, you can now download these for any Android phone running 6.0 Marshmallow or higher. Last year's Pixel introduced live
earth wallpapers that moved along with the home screen to create even deeper depths, and pixel 2 live wallpapers take things a step further by introducing even more moving and interactive components. One wallpaper shows Lagos, Portugal collapsing waves on a rocky shore, while another showcases
hot air balloons flying over Monument Valley, Utah. There are also Glimmer wallpapers that brighten up when you touch the home screen, Gooey also has virtual goo that reacts and transforms itself based on your pins and swipes, and even real-time views of Mars and the moon. If it seems like a lot of
Pixel 2 features have been ported over to other phones recently, that's because they already have. Static Pixel 2 wallpapers could be downloaded before live images, along with the Pixel 2 launcher and camera app. The Pixel 2 is an expensive phone, and while these apps and wallpapers don't give you
exactly the same experience that is Google's newest and greatest, it certainly could come close. You can download pixel 2 live wallpapers here. Today, Google officially unveiled some of its new hardware products, including the new Pixel 5. Thanks to Mishaal Rahman on Twitter (with XDA Developers
fame), we now have a collection of a dozen Google Pixel 5 wallpapers for you to enjoy on your current device. Most wallpapers use the Pixel 5 display clipping, which is located in the upper left corner of the phone. If your phone doesn't have a cutout or is in a different position, these wallpapers may not
be as fun. However, they are still very colorful and probably look good on most phones. Below you can see all the walls. However, do not download them from these pictures! They were crushed. It's worth scrolling down a bit and downloading the ZIP file with all the wallpapers in full resolution. Google
Pixel 5 wallpapers These Google Pixel 5 wallpapers can be found by pressing the button below. You need to unpack them and then put them in the right folder on your Android device and then apply them. Do you want to have pixel 5 walls on your current device? Well, you can pre-order the Pixel 5 by
clicking here. Get Google Pixel 5 WallpapersTagged: GoogleGoogle Pixel 5Wallpapers Love Halloween. It's my second favorite. Only for Christmas, but it takes a special place in my heart because my birthday brings me a good thing or two, and then 24 hours later, goodness brings Halloween. The folks
at DualBoot Games (creators of other live wallpapers like Celtic Garden HD) have whipped up another one for us, this time all haunted and creepy, just in time for Halloween. It's called Haunted House HD, and as far as live wallpapers go, even though it's time-sensitive, it's probably one of the most
detailed I've come across. From the moment you pop open the live wallpaper selector and choose Haunted House HD, the Halloween atmosphere washes over. The camera pans into a creepy house, shrouded in fog as the lights flash on and off intermittently. Jack-o-lights guard the door, and scary
messages appear above the door in blood. Everything's pretty smooth, even though there's so much going on. The door opens and closes on its own as the camera sweeps back, the lights light up, revealing a silhouette in the window and the mailbox flag moving up and down of its own voli. If you want to
go into the house, you need to jump into the fully loaded settings menu and change the camera view. The interior of the house is just as (if not more) busy as the exteriour. The lights continue to flash, the fire is pale, ghostly blue, and the skulls of the paintings are placed on the subject's face. Ethereal



steps pulse and disappear on the floor, and strange breezes toss the chandalier around. It's a lot, but it's still fun. Back to the settings menu when I said it was loaded, I meant it. You can choose the camera view, set the name of the mailbox and the doorway, choose the face you want from the pumpkin,
and individually allow or disable any variables the wallpaper has to offer. If you feel like getting in the holiday spirit, Haunted House HD is $1.99 on android market. There are also pictures and download links after the break. The HTC 10 (formerly known as One M10) will be announced next month, on April
12, and HTC has just shared various details about it - including the fact that the device should provide the fastest and smoothest Android experience, or that it will be the world's first world-class rear and front-panel cameras. If you just can't wait until HTC officially reveals the new smartphone, you can
already download a set of wallpaper for your Quad HD screen (expected to be 5.1-inch Super LCD 5 panel). Not only are we talking about previously leaked wallpapers: there are 4 new - the htc ROM developer @LlabTooFeR - that anyone can download and use on their smartphone. Three of the four
new HTC 10 wallpapers have a psychedelic design, while the fourth has a simple wave pattern. All 2880 x 2560 pixel images, making scrollable wallpapers quad HD (1440 x 2560 pixels) displays. You can double-click/tap to zoom in and save the following wallpapers or visit the source links on the The
commission shall be 30 years after the commission The HTC 10 is expected to run Android Marshmallow with the Sense 8.0 UI at the top, powered by a Qualcomm Snapdragon 820 processor and offering up to 64GB of internal memory. The smartphone is made of a metal (like all previous One M
flagships), although it looks more like the One A9 than the One M9 or M8. Do you think you want to buy an HTC 10? Let us know in the comments section below! source: Mega (download), @LlabTooFeR subscribe to our newsletter! Newsletter!
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